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WSDL represents Web Administration Description Language. It is a basic XML file, which goes under the 
Service Description layer of Web Service Protocol Stock and portrays the specialized subtleties or finds the UI 
to web administration. WSDL is principally used to provide a range of web services in order to determine the 
operations that are available on the server. WSDL helps many organizations in determining the services with the 
help of endpoints and ports. Therefore, many organizations are in search of candidates with profound 
knowledge, in addition to hands-on – training experience in WSDL.

If you are someone looking for a position in this field in order to have growth in your professional career, then 
these important WSDL Interview Questions will really help you. This will not only give you a synopsis on the 
subject but also a direction to explore further. This article also contains a list of features, pros, and cons on 
WSDL, to help you gather more information on the subject.

Q1.  Differentiate between bottom-up and top-down methodologies, with respect to SOAP

In Bottom-Up methodology, first web administration code is composed and after that, WSDL is created. It has 
been additionally named as contract the last methodology. This methodology is anything but difficult to 
actualize in light of the fact that WSDL is produced dependent on the code. In this methodology, customer code 
needs to sit tight for WSDL from the server side to begin their work.

In Top-Down methodology first WSDL report is made to set up the agreement between web administration and 
customer and afterward, code is composed. It's additionally named as contract first methodology. This is 
difficult to actualize because classes should be composed to affirm the agreement built up in WSDL. An 
advantage of this methodology is that both customer and server code can be written in parallel.

Q2.  Define the following terms: WSDL, SOAP and UDDI

WSDL (Web Services Description Language) characterizes the XML punctuation for depicting administrations 
as accumulations of correspondence endpoints equipped for trading messages. Organizations can distribute 
WSDLs for administrations they give and others can get to those administrations utilizing the data in the 
WSDL. Connections to WSDLs are typically offered in an organization's profile in the UDDI library.

SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) is a basic convention for the trade of data. It depends on XML and 
comprises of three sections: a SOAP envelope (depicting what's in the message and how to process it); a lot of 
encoding rules, and a tradition for speaking to RPCs (Remote Procedure Calls) and reactions.

profit in the new advanced economy. There is a UDDI vault, which is available to everyone. Participation is free 
and individuals can enter insights regarding themselves and the administrations they give. Pursuits can be 
performed by organization name, explicit administration, or kinds of administration. This permits organizations 
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giving or requiring web administrations to find one another, characterize how they cooperate over the Internet 
and offer such data in a really worldwide and institutionalized style.

Q3.  Describe structure of typical WSDL document?

A typical WSDL document is composed of the following elements:

<binding>: A convention and information group for a particular port sort
<message>: A composed meaning of the information being conveyed
<portType>: A lot of activities upheld by at least one endpoints
<types>: A holder for information type definitions utilized by the web administrations

Q4.  Describe the acronym BEEP.

BEEP represents Blocks Extensible Exchange Protocol. BEEP is resolved as structure new conventions for the 
assortment of utilization. For example, texting, organize the executives, document exchange and so on. It is 
named as new Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) which is layered legitimately over TCP. It has some 
worked in highlights like Verification, Security, Handling of Errors and Handshake Protocol.

Q5.  What do you understand by the term message element?

A message is a protocol that is autonomous, and it portrays the information being traded between the 
shoppers and web specialist co-ops.
Each web administration has two messages info and yield. The information decides the parameters for the 
web administration and the yield decides the arrival information from the web administration.
Each <message> component contains at least zero parameters, one for every parameter of the web 
administration work.
<Part> component identifies with the parameter or returns an incentive in the RPC call. The <part> name 
request mirrors the request of the parameters in the RPC signature.

Q6.  Explain RESTful web service

REST represents Representational State Transfer. REST is characterized as the stateless customer server 
engineering style for creating application got to over the web. At the point when web administrations use HTTP 
techniques to actualize the idea of REST engineering, at that point it is known as RESTful Web administrations. 
In this engineering style, information and usefulness are filled in as assets and is gotten to by URI (Uniform 
Resource Identifiers). Restful web service empowers web administrations to work best by inciting properties 
like Execution, Versatility and Modifiability.
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Q7.  What are the various operations performed in WSDL?

The various operations performed by WSDL include the following:

One way: It can get a message however won't return a reaction
Request reaction: It gets a solicitation and will restore a reaction
Solicit reaction: It sends a solicitation and will hang tight for reaction
Notification: It communicates something specific, however, will not hang tight for a reaction

Q8.  What do you understand by the term endpoint?

The endpoint is denoted to a binding or an address in WSDL. An endpoint represents an instantiated 
administration; they are dictated by consolidating an authoritative and the systems administration subtleties used 
to uncover the endpoint. Endpoints are characterized in an agreement utilizing a blend of the WSDL port 
element and WSDL administration component. The port components characterize the real endpoints.

Q9.  What is the language that is utilized by UDDI?

The language utilized by UDDI is the Web Service Description Language.

Q10.  What is a DISCO file in WSDL?

It is a Microsoft innovation for distributing and finding Web Services. DISCO can characterize an archive group 
alongside a cross-examination calculation, making it conceivable to find the Web Services uncovered on a given 
server. To distribute a sent Web Service utilizing DISCO, you essentially need to make a .disco record and spot 
it in the vroot; alongside the other administration related setup.

Q11.  What are the techniques involved in handling security threats in various web 
services?

The two techniques involved in handling security threats in various web services include the following:

Channel out all HTTP POST demands that set their substance type to content/xml.
Channel the SOAPAction HTTP header characteristic.

Q12.  List the components of security services
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The components of security services include the following:

Authentication
Authorization
Integration
Encryption processes
Digital signatures

Q13.  What is the purpose of an abstract and concrete in WSDL?

Concrete WSDL is the customer side, which includes data such as binding and endpoint while on the other 
hand, abstract WSDL is composed of structural WSDL. Customer WSDL is adequate to continue with the work 
since it evacuates the reliance that the administration ought to be sent and prepared before beginning the 
fabrication.

Likewise, the abstract can be utilized for duplicate authoritative with various concrete WSDL, this expels the 
usage of the excess code. Similarly, in SOA’s viewpoint, abstract WSDL ought to be utilized instead of the 
concrete since the procedure stacks there will reliance over the calling administrations on the off chance that the 
caller service does not stack before the guest administration when the administration state will be obscure in 
SOA.

Q14.  What do you understand by the term Entrust identification service?

Entrust Identification Service is sorted under Entrust Secure Transaction Platform that gives basic security 
capacities to guarantee secure exchanges. This generally enables organizations to completely control the 
characters that are trusted to perform web administration exchanges.

Q15.  Explain the purpose of XML – RPC in WSDL?

RPC is Remote Procedure Call and as the name proposes, it is the strategy for calling a technique or capacity 
accessible on any remote computer. While XML represents Extensible Markup Language. Subsequently XML – 
RPC represents a straightforward convention that performs RPCs by utilizing XML informing. This has been 
considered as an incredible instrument for interfacing diverse conditions and furthermore setting up associations 
between wide ranges of computers.

Q16.  Differentiate between REST and SOAP

SOAP REST
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) fills in as a 
standard convention for web administration 
creation.

Representational State Transfer (REST) is a building style 
for web administration creation.
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Web administrations and customers are firmly 
coupled and characterize a few gauges that are to 
be carefully pursued.

It does not pursue an excessive number of benchmarks 
and is approximately coupled.

It requires more transfer speed and asset just as 
utilizations administration interfaces for 
uncovering business rationale.

It requires less transmission capacity and asset just as 
utilizations URI (Uniform Resource Identifiers) for 
uncovering business rationale.

It is typically less favoured and allows XML 
information position as it were.

It is typically increasingly favoured and allows 
information groups like Plain content, HTML, JSON, and 
so on.

Q17.  What is WSDL?

Web Services Description Language (WSDL) is XML-based interface description language that is used to 
describe web services.

Q18.  What is message element in WSDL?

Message element in WSDL is a protocol that describes the data being exchanged between the consumers and 
web service providers.
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